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Body Mastery 1997

learn how thoughts feelings and actions create the body this book explains the concept of intelligent training the process of enacting physical change through development of the whole person a must read for anyone who
wants to get into great shape and experience the best life has to offer

Mind Map Mastery 2018-03-15

tony buzan invented the mind map technique five decades ago seeing the transformational impact it had on people he has been spreading the thinking tool across the world ever since tony buzan s mind map technique has
gathered amazing praise and an enormous worldwide following over the last few decades but as with any very successful idea there have been many sub standard imitators with mind map mastery tony buzan re establishes
the essential concepts that are the core of the mind map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books if you are looking to improve your memory plan your business strategy become more organized study for an
exam or plan out your future this is the book for you with a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject it includes the history of the development of the mind map an explanation of what makes a mind
map and what isn t a mind map and why it s such a powerful tool illustrated step by step techniques for mind map development from simple to complex applications and how to deal with mind maps that have gone wrong�
developed both for those new to the mind map concept as well as more experienced users who would like to revise and expand their expertise mind map mastery is the one mind mapping book needed on the shelf of every student
and business person across the world

"Python Mastery: A Complete Guide to Programming Excellence" 2024-04-18

here is a description for the book python mastery a complete guide to programming excellence unlock your full potential as a programmer with python mastery a complete guide to programming excellence this comprehensive
book is designed to guide you from the fundamentals of python programming to advanced concepts and best practices through clear explanations and hands on exercises you ll gain a solid understanding of core topics such
as data types control structures functions and modules dive deeper into object oriented programming file handling and libraries like numpy and pandas explore powerful techniques for debugging testing and optimizing your
code whether you re a beginner or an experienced developer this guide will help you achieve mastery in python and elevate your programming skills to new heights

Mastery for Strings, Level 2 2016-06-30

mastery for strings presents a unique efficient methodology for developing high levels of proficiency in string players in both classroom and private studio settings cornerstones of the mastery for strings approach are a
curriculum design for large heterogeneous string classes technical skills organized in small sequential steps how to pages with clear goals explicit instructions and recognizable evaluation criteria for each technical
skill a plan for developing problem solving strategies and self evaluation skills music theory fingerboard geography taught without reference to the piano keyboard

Conversational Hypnosis Mastery 1985

this is the text book for a course in conversational hypnosis mastery put out by indirectknowledge com the book is a completely different perspective on hypnosis and conversational hypnosis a good read interesting you ll
learn a lot even if you already know a lot grab a copy now

Mr. Olympia's Muscle Mastery 2021-09-08

learn the vital skills and insights to master your life now we live in a world that is complex and full of challenges that can only be handled if we are armed with the right skills and knowledge which will lead us to
success in your life mastery the complete guide to an extraordinary journey michael sypsomos imparts these life changing skills that are not taught in schools but are essential for us to grow and succeed both personally
and professionally in this book the author is sharing his life s work and learnings in a simplified and actionable way from his own career and personal experiences taking you through his journey through inspiring and often
vulnerable stories as he discovered and sharpened these valuable skills for himself he is introducing real life individuals that he coached throughout his career and shares how their lives took on a new meaning by using these
life skills that he is imparting in this book your life mastery delivers a practical step by step system to find your purpose and learn these all important life skills that will save you a 40 year learning curve and enable you
to break through anything that has been holding you back and help your true magnificence shine no matter whether you are just starting out in your first career going through a transition or you are a successful
professional and have a strong desire to rise to the next level this book will show you how to build a legacy that aligns with your purpose and calling your life mastery the complete guide to an extraordinary journey is
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more than just a book of tips and tricks it is a complete guidebook for you to live a successful and prolific life full of possibility and hope for the future

Your Life Mastery 2016-11-21

this state of the art resource brings together the most innovative scholars and thinkers in the field of testing to capture the changing conceptual methodological and applied landscape of cognitively grounded
educational assessments offers a methodologically rigorous review of cognitive and learning sciences models for testing purposes as well as the latest statistical and technological know how for designing scoring and
interpreting results written by an international team of contributors at the cutting edge of cognitive psychology and educational measurement under the editorship of a research director at the educational testing service
and an esteemed professor of educational psychology at the university of alberta as well as supported by an expert advisory board covers conceptual frameworks modern methodologies and applied topics in a style and
at a level of technical detail that will appeal to a wide range of readers from both applied and scientific backgrounds considers emerging topics in cognitively grounded assessment including applications of emerging socio
cognitive models cognitive models for human and automated scoring and various innovative virtual performance assessments

The Wiley Handbook of Cognition and Assessment 2019-05-21

the complete guide to memory mastery will help you think more effectively to achieve long term success the easy and effective techniques mentioned in this book will help you get rid of post it notes and to do lists to
remember names faces and even phone numbers the author also introduces the link and peg systems for effortless everyday living some of the fascinating memory aids here will teach you how to develop your memory think
effectively strengthen your will power make more money with these proven techniques you will enhance your memory and unlock the secrets of mind power

Complete Guide to Memory Mastery 2019-12-10

if you re looking for the ultimate guide to analyzing observing and reading body language for more effective communication then you ve found the right book do you wish you could pick up on the subtle subconscious cues
people around you are giving are you curious to find out what your body language might be telling others without you realizing it is your inability to read body language getting in the way of constructive communication
it sounds like you re in need of a human body language crash course which is just what this book is prepared to provide when you need to know how to use and read body language to improve relationships and influence
others you need a guide like body language mastery in this book you ll not only learn the basics of body language but also how humans have evolved to use body language as a subconscious method of communication and
what kind of an impact that has on our relationships you ll also discover the four main types of body language and how to differentiate them the ways you re communicating with your body language and what you re
telling others research surrounding body language and the impact it has on human relations how to use body language in the workplace to influence others how learning to read body language can help you improve your
career and personal relationshipsand much much more

Body Language Mastery 2017-07-27

have you been thinking about introducing yourself to buddhism mindfulness meditation or just looking for a way to relieve all the stress and anxiety from your life well this is the book for you buddhism mastery by
anastasia ratajkowski is your complete and comprehensive guide to achieving a balance in your life you will learn everything you need to know to get started with buddhism which will develop in to a more in depth and
personal discussion you will be introduced in to the ways of the buddhist and how developing mindfulness can truly enhance your mind with several written illustrations of the most popular and different meditation styles
you will be able to achieve balance in your life this book includes what is buddhism the buddhist faith philosophy the essence of buddhism the four noble truths the eight fold path the three universal truths the three
divisions of buddhism the practice of buddhist faith you will also receive a bonus 9 chapters on how to meditate an introduction to meditation why meditate the benefits of meditation vairochana s posture of meditation
breathing meditation mindfulness meditation dharma zazen zen meditation vipassana meditation the meditation of insight and lamrim meditation including several prayers for you to try this book holds so much value it is
essentially 2 books in 1 so if you re looking for a way to enhance your life and learn about mindfulness and meditation or looking for an introduction in to the buddhist philosophy and how buddhists use mindfulness and
meditation this is the complete all inclusive book you re looking for

Buddhism Mastery 2014-06-13

about this book understanding developmental tasks is critical information for parents teachers psychotherapists couples and any individual who wants to fulfill his internal potentials and create lasting happiness in this
book you will discover each step in a lifetime process of mental and emotional development beginning with our childhood need for emotional safety self worth and an accurate self awareness and continuing with new tasks
for each decade for seventy years never before have the uniquely human developmental tasks been defined in clear experiential detail so anyone with a desire to learn can fulfill himself provide intimacy and emotional bonds in
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every significant relationship and create a profound degree of professional satisfaction and permanent meaning

Developmental Tasks for Children, Adolescents & Adults 2018-12-15

the most updated complete guide on growing a youtube channel and building your brand includes youtube how to build and optimize your first youtube channel youtube masterclass your complete guide to easily launch
grow monetize your youtube channel youtube how to build and optimize your first youtube channel join the global phenomenon nowyoutube is the second largest search engine and the third most popular website we use on
the internet today creating a youtube channel is essential to becoming a part of this global phenomenon for brand managers individuals and small to big businesses using youtube to market videos and website content is a
cost effective way of growing customers and audiences optimized videos and a well structured channel can effectively showcase a business or individual s brand youtube is not just a website where videos can be shared its
use can be maximized by using it as a marketing tool for brand awareness and to drive youtube viewers back to the channel owner s original website in order to convert them to sales building a successful youtube channel is
not a one day or quick process read on for a step by step guide to creating a youtube account starting a channel and joining the global phenomenon youtube masterclass your complete guide to easily launch grow monetize
your youtube channel are you starting out or thinking about starting a youtube channel do you want more subscribers views and a passive income maybe you are just getting started and struggle with growing your brand
subscribers and engagement with your subscribers but did you know that there are proven strategies to bring traffic to your channel grow the number of subscribers you have and effectively engage with them there also
systems you can easily use to monetize the traffic discover the tips and tricks used by the experts learn how to strategically research competition the types of content to use and how to match that to your niche utilize
seo techniques to optimize videos with great titles descriptions and tags learn about why the naming of your channel and videos is crucial plus use our real world marketing funnels to convert your youtube traffic into
cash and much more this is a must for anyone who wants to grow on youtube we cover all you need to know in a very easy to understand format you are gaining hundreds of hours worth of insight that no one is sharing
at this level that s way more actionable insight than most paid webinars e courses or consults what are you waiting for discover the secrets for being successful on youtube and click add to cart

Youtube Mastery 2019-12-05

i would recommend tony s new book to anybody who wants to improve their thinking and achieve mind map mastery themselves dominic o brien eight time world memory champion and bestselling author tony buzan invented the
mind map technique five decades ago seeing the transformational impact it had on people he has been spreading the thinking tool across the world ever since tony buzan s mind map technique has gathered amazing praise and an
enormous worldwide following over the last few decades but as with any very successful idea there have been many sub standard imitators with mind map mastery tony buzan re establishes the essential concepts that are
the core of the mind map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books if you are looking to improve your memory plan your business strategy become more organized study for an exam or plan out your future
this is the book for you with a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject it includes the history of the development of the mind map an explanation of what makes a mind map and what isn t a mind map
and why it s such a powerful tool illustrated step by step techniques for mind map development from simple to complex applications and how to deal with mind maps that have gone wrong developed both for those new to
the mind map concept as well as more experienced users who would like to revise and expand their expertise mind map mastery is the one mind mapping book needed on the shelf of every student and business person across the
world

Mind Map Mastery 2007-11-01

the many different localities of the pacific region have a long history of transformation under both pre and post colonial conditions more recently rates of local transformation have increased tremendously under post
colonial regimes the forces of globalization which rapidly distribute commodities images and political and moral concepts across the region have presented pacific populations with an unprecedented need and opportunity to
fashion new and expanded understandings of their cultural and individual identities this volume the first in a new series examines the forces of globalization at different levels as they manifest themselves and operate across
cultural cognitive and biographical dimensions of human life in the pacific while posing familiar questions it offers new answers through the integration of cultural and psychological methods the contributors draw on
practice theory cognitive science and the anthropology of space and place while exploring the key analytical rubrics of human agency memory and landscape

Experiencing New Worlds 2017-01-20
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������������――����24������� 2005

first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Research on Educational Innovations 2019-08-20

make sure you re studying with the most up to date prep materials look for the newest edition of this title princeton review ged test prep 2021 isbn 9780525569398 on sale june 2020 publisher s note products purchased
from third party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity and may not include access to online tests or materials included with the original product

Cracking the GED Test with 2 Practice Tests, 2020 Edition 2005-01-01

focusing on lyric poetry mastery s end looks at important yet neglected issues of subjectivity in post world war ii travel literature jeffrey gray departs from related studies in two regards nearly all recent scholarly
books on the literature of travel have dealt with pre twentieth century periods and all are concerned with narrative genres gray questions whether the postcolonial theoretical model of travel as mastery hegemony and
exploitation still applies in its place he suggests a model of vulnerability incoherence and disorientation to reflect the modern destabilizing nature of travel a process that began with the unprecedented movement of people
during and after world war ii and has not abated since what the contemporary discourse concerning displacement border crossing and identity needs says gray is a study of that literary genre with the least investment in
closure and the least fidelity to ethnic and national continuities his concern is not only with the psychological challenges to identity but also with travel as a mode of understanding and composition following a
summary of american critical perspectives on travel from emerson to the present gray discusses how travel by nature defamiliarizes and induces heightened awareness such phenomena gray says correspond to the tenets of
modern poetics traversing territories immersing the self in new object worlds reconstituting the known as unknown he then devotes a chapter each to four of the past half century s most celebrated english speaking western
poets elizabeth bishop robert lowell john ashbery and derek walcott finally two multi poet chapters examine the travel poetry of allen ginsberg gary snyder and robert creeley lyn hejinian nathaniel mackey and others

Mastery's End 2010-08-13

is great teaching a gift that only a few of us are born with or is it a skill that can be learned in never work harder than your students robyn jackson makes a radical assertion any teacher can become a master teacher by
developing a master teacher mindset the master teacher mindset can be achieved by rigorously applying seven principles to your teaching until they become your automatic response to students in the classroom the more you
practice these seven principles the more you begin to think like a master teacher 1 start where your students are 2 know where your students are going 3 expect to get your students to their goal 4 support your students
along the way 5 use feedback to help you and your students get better 6 focus on quality rather than quantity 7 never work harder than your students using these principles jackson shows you how to become a master
teacher no matter where you are in your practice each chapter provides a detailed explanation of one of the mastery principles the steps you need to take to apply them to your own practice and suggestions for how you
can begin practicing the principle in your classroom right away jackson offers stories from her own teaching practice as well as from other teachers she has helped to show you how each principle works teaching is a hard
job but using jackson s principles will help you and your students reap the rich rewards of that hard work

Never Work Harder Than Your Students and Other Principles of Great Teaching 2015-03

now in its sixth edition and recommended by therapists worldwide the anxiety and phobia workbook has been the unparalleled essential resource for people struggling with anxiety and phobias for almost thirty years living
with anxiety panic disorders or phobias can make you feel like you aren t in control of your life if you re ready to tackle the fears that hold you back this book is your go to guide packed with the most effective skills for
assessing and treating anxiety this evidence based workbook contains the latest clinical research you ll develop a full arsenal of skills for quieting fears and taking charge of your anxious thoughts including relaxation
and breathing techniques ending negative self talk and mistaken beliefs imagery and real life desensitization lifestyle nutrition and exercise changes written by a leading expert in cognitive behavioral therapy cbt and a classic
in its field this fully revised edition offers powerful step by step treatment strategies for panic disorders agoraphobia generalized anxiety disorder gad obsessive compulsive disorder ocd post traumatic stress disorder ptsd
worry and fear you will also find updated information compatible with the dsm v as well as current information on medications and treatment nutrition mindfulness training exposure therapy and the latest research in
neurobiology whether you suffer from anxiety and phobias yourself or are a professional working with this population this book will provide the latest treatment solutions for overcoming the fears that stand in the
way of living a full happy life this workbook can be used on its own or as a supplement to therapy
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The Anxiety and Phobia Workbook 2020-12-17

this book was written with one purpose in mind to improve your bass playing skill in 24 clear lessons each of the exercises featured in title is based on solid music theory concepts and structured academic approaches the
book contains etudes grounded in common and not so common chord tonalities written in melodic form they are all geared to teach when to play the right notes at the right time each lesson builds on the previous one to
introduce increasingly more sophisticated concepts and techniques this approach enables the bass student to polish his her reading skills and technique simultaneously a focus on reading requires players to find more
accurate left hand positions and fingerings to play the notes as they are written reading brings together mind body and instrument thus resulting in better playing by studying this book the bass student will find that better
technique will be coupled with greater expressiveness we all seek the ability to play with freedom and artistry the better you can play the better you will express the art that is within you

Jeff Berlin Bass Mastery 1989

applying the idea of the destiny of societies or nations the book argues demonstrates and illustrates the calvinist societal predestination through the puritan determination of american society

The Educational Review 2009-07-15

poetry by asian american writers has had a significant impact on the landscape of contemporary american poetry and a book length critical treatment of asian american poetry is long overdue in this groundbreaking book
xiaojing zhou demonstrates how many asian american poets transform the conventional i of lyric poetry based on the traditional western concept of the self and the cartesian i to enact a more ethical relationship between
the i and its others drawing on emmanuel levinas s idea of the ethics of alterity which argues that an ethical relation to the other is one that acknowledges the irreducibility of otherness zhou offers a reconceptualization
of both self and other taking difference as a source of creativity and turning it into a form of resistance and a critical intervention asian american poets engage with broader issues than the merely poetic they confront
social injustice against the other and call critical attention to a concept of otherness which differs fundamentally from that underlying racism sexism and colonialism by locating the ethical and political questions of
otherness in language discourse aesthetics and everyday encounters asian american poets help advance critical studies in race gender and popular culture as well as in poetry the ethics and poetics of alterity is not limited
however to literary studies it is an invaluable response to the questions raised by increasingly globalized encounters across many kinds of boundaries the poets marilyn chin kimiko hahn myung mi kim li young lee timothy liu
david mura and john yau

The Destiny of Modern Societies 2006-05

teach to the common core differentiate instruction and keep students engaged all at the same time with new common core aligned tools and strategies this second edition of a bestseller is an all in one math classroom
management resource covering everything from lesson design to math specific learning styles the book s 60 tools will enable you to work in smarter more efficient ways with all of your students no matter the class size
or make up create standards based lesson plans tests and formative assessments reach every learner regardless of understanding level or learning style integrate technology into class time for more engaging math lessons

The Ethics and Poetics of Alterity in Asian American Poetry 1914

welcome to option trading mastery the complete and practical guide for beginners to advanced traders boost your trading skills learn profitable strategies and minimize risks to secure long term success awaken your inner
trader with this comprehensive guide to mastering option trading this book serves as a launchpad for those taking their first steps into the dynamic world of option trading and as an essential toolkit for seasoned traders
who seek to amplify their strategies and performance immerse yourself in a diverse range of global trading strategies from the precision of long calls the strategic duality of straddles to the vibrant complexities of
butterflies each strategy is meticulously explained applying to both smaller and larger markets setting you on the path towards consistent success accommodating both simplified and advanced concepts this guide caters
to traders on every level and across the globe deep dive into crucial trading practices and discover effective risk management solutions to fortify the longevity and robustness of your trading portfolio absorb expert
advice on diversifying position sizing and managing trades all geared towards ensuring optimal returns venture beyond the basics as we tackle common challenges faced by option traders proffering practical solutions that
enhance profit margins navigate market volatility and drive performance get answers to frequently asked questions about option trading as we demystify the process arming you with the confidence and knowledge to trade
effectively the concluding chapters aim to inspire you to break through your financial boundaries experiment with different strategies asset classes and techniques uncover the potential of derivatives and the allure of
exotic options experience the exhilarating world of trading simplify the process and claim your mastery over options trading with option trading mastery the complete and practical guide for beginners to advanced traders
boost your trading skills learn profitable strategies and minimize risks to secure long term success the markets await your command
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Harvard Oriental Series 2012-08-29

if you want to grow start by making other people feel taller in great people make people feel great how leaders elevate teams with cloud nine thinking accomplished management coach and business veteran adrian webster
and stuart holah set out an inspiring and practical collection of insights into how to unlock the full potential of yourself colleagues team members and collaborators you ll learn to elevate your workplace by shifting
assumptions and choosing new perspectives which generate better outcomes for managers team members and entire businesses you ll discover the culture shift that s possible when you give people permission to bring their
undiluted selves to work and inspire them to get more out of themselves than they thought possible the book will show you how to find clarity of meaning by simplifying goals and strategies so you focus on what s most
important build effective teams and foster collaboration by understanding how to motivate people with diverse skills and strengths celebrate failure for its rich learning opportunities as well as building on the lessons of
success recognize the power of incremental small changes that add up to powerful transformations an essential handbook for leaders or would be leaders in any size of organisation great people make people feel great will
benefit entrepreneurs and founders as well as senior leadership and board members in established businesses each chapter takes a familiar aspect of leadership and examines it from a new angle to show that when we are
prepared to ask why we often think and react automatically in certain situations we can learn to re programme our thinking and consciously adopt more effective strategies

Math Tools, Grades 3–12 2023-11-21

discover how to learn french in just one week with this easy to learn method this is a proven step by step method to learning french as an english speaker 1000 common phrases included as an educator for more than 20
years i m a fan of teaching others and there is no greater challenge than to learn a language learning french is such a challenge but enriching on so many levels it s not only an intellectual challenge but imagine
transforming your travel experiences allowing you to connect with new and interesting people or even live or study in places like paris nice or lyon in essence it s a journey to become more open minded about the world
discovering amazing new people in the process learning is not the obsessive command of structures and vocabulary but the willingness to overcome our most basic fears and insecurities over the course of this book i will
convey enough knowledge of french so that you will be able to read listen and interact with people in this new language with the knowledge that will inspire confidence in learning french you will be facing 5 basic but
important challenges grammar vocabulary slang and colloquialism pronunciation and variations of the language in this book i will lay out the fundamentals of each of these stepping stones in an easy to understand
method imagine reading balzac flaubert voltaire and dumas in its original form imagine heading out to paris of nantes fully equipped to interact with the locals i invite you to read on and begin a fascinating learning
experience here is a preview of what you will learn basic grammar and pronunciation so you will feel comfortable talking in french the fundamental vocabulary that will get you off your feet basic slang and other tips to
interact better with the locals phrases to use when traveling to italy other resources to continue learning and improving your mastery of the language

Option Trading Mastery 1898

in this guide you will learn everything that you need to start using snapchat like a pro in just a matter of minutes you will learn all of the basics about snapchat and how you can use it to connect with your friends or
promote your business snapchat is a hit social networking app that has over 150 million daily users and 300 million monthly users from all across the world if you haven t noticed by now everyone is using it it s time to
get with the times and in this book you will learn everything that you need to quickly get set up and using the app like a professional we will talk about all of the essential elements of using snapchat inside we will cover
all of snapchat s terminology explain how to add filters lenses and other cool effects to your snaps how to connect with all of your friends how to face swap turn into a bunny change your voice and do tons of other
epic effects in the app and tons more so what are you waiting for open me up now and start learning

Report of the State Superintendent of Public Schools of the State of Maine for the School Year Ending ... 2023-10-02

the buddhist masterpiece ornament of the great vehicle s�tras often referred to by its sanskrit title mah�y�nas�tr�la�k�ra is part of a collection known as the five maitreya teachings a set of philosophical works that
have become classics of the indian buddhist tradition maitreya the buddha s regent is held to have entrusted these profound and vast instructions to the master asa�ga in the heavenly realm of tu�ita the ornament provides
a comprehensive description of the bodhisattva s view meditation and enlightened activities bodhisattvas are beings who out of vast love for all sentient beings have dedicated themselves to the task of becoming fully
awakened buddhas capable of helping all beings in innumerable and vast ways to become enlightened themselves to fully awaken requires practicing great generosity patience energy discipline concentration and wisdom and
maitreya s text explains what these enlightened qualities are and how to develop them this volume includes commentaries by khenpo shenga and ju mipham whose discussions illuminate the subtleties of the root text and
provide valuable insight into how to practice the way of the bodhisattva drawing on the indian masters vasubandhu and in particular sthiramati mipham explains the ornament with eloquence and brilliant clarity this
commentary is among his most treasured works
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Great People Make People Feel Great 2016-01-05
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French: One Week French Mastery 1999

wittgenstein s role was vital in establishing mathematics as one of this century s principal areas of philosophic inquiry in this book the three phases of wittgenstein s reflections on mathematics are viewed as a progressive
whole rather than as separate entities frascolla builds up a systematic construction of wittgenstein s representation of the role of arithmetic in the theory of logical operations he also presents a new interpretation of
wittgenstein s rule following considerations the community view of internal relations

Harcourt Brace Spelling 1942

provides a unique system of memory builders that unlocks your dormant powers of memorization

Conjurer's Chatter 2017

a proven system for rallying all of an organizations employees around a new vision and ideas for making the vision stick when something at work isn t going smoothly managers struggle with what part of the problem to
tackle first do they start with cost reduction or should they go for process improvements first the authors who have helped hundreds of companies and individuals change and improve say spend time and money adjusting the
systems in which people operate rather than targeting people and their performance directly the authors show that it s in fact possible to change everything at once with a focus on making such transformations permanent
and repeatable brand new introduction written for the paperback edition filled with illustrative examples from northrup grumman bhp billiton reebok harvard business school and many others two experts in the field show
how to make major transformations happen the book outlines a process for engaging all employees to buy in to an improved vision of an organization s new and improved future

COMPLETE GUIDE TO MEMORY MASTERY. 2017-02-14

Snapchat Mastery 2014-11-11

Ornament of the Great Vehicle Sutras 2012-06

���������[�����] 2006-12-05

Wittgenstein's Philosophy of Mathematics 1998-01

The Complete Guide to Memory Mastery 2011-08-30
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The Three Laws of Performance
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